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Outline
• HW1: Web Server, Overview 

• Handing file paths 

• Sending files over a network



HW1: Web server, 
Overview

• Build a web server that listens for connections on a socket 

• Clients connect to this socket and using a HTTP-like (much 
simpler) protocol to retrieve files from the server. 

• Steps involved on server side: 
1. Open the socket connection port, wait for connection 
2. Validate the request received 
    - Format specific to the protocol  
    - File path provided is valid (non-malicious, existing, etc.) 
3. If everything OK, read and return the file (drafting a 
response)



• Steps involved on the client side: 
1. Make a connection to the server 
2. Send a request to server 
3. Get a response and parse it to get the file 
   - If the response is 200 OK, parse the file 
   - If the response is 400 or 404, something went wrong



HANDLING FILE PATHS

• File paths in the HTTP requests are relative w.r.t. doc_root 
GET ./index.html HTTP/1.1  
./index.html is relative not absolute. 

• How to handle relative paths with ‘/./‘ or ‘/../’? 
Convert them into absolute paths. How? 

• Write your own parsers OR use the ones already there. 
We’ll do the latter one! 

• realpath()- system call 



• realpath() expands all symbolic links and references to /./ 
and /../ and returns an absolute path 

• Usage of realpath() 
 
#include <limits.h>  
#include <stdlib.h>  
 
char *realpath(const char* path,  
               const char* resolved_name)  
 



● The function allocates memory for resolved_name if NULL is 
passed instead of an allocated buffer. 

●Return Value - 
○Pointer to resolved_name if no error 
○NULL if there was an error. 

● Should use free(resolved_name) to deallocate memory. 

● After resolution, check if the absolute path is valid 
 
 
 
*Reference Link

http://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/009695399/functions/realpath.html


Send file over network: 
Approach #1

●Open the file using - 
int open(const char *pathname,  
         int flags); 
flags- in, out, binary, ate… 

●Read the file using - 
size_t read(int fd,  
            void *buf,  
            size_t count); 



● Send the file using - 
size_t send(int socket,  
            const void *buffer,  
            size_t length,  
            int flags); 

●While loop- 
while(not done) 

  { 
   char buffer[BUFSIZE]; 
   int n = read(filefd, buffer, BUFSIZE); 
   send(sockfd, buffer, n, 0); 
  }



Send file over network: 
Approach #2

Sending file over the network - 

●Open the file using - 
int open(const char *pathname,  
         int flags); 

● Send the file using - 
size_t sendfile(int out_fd, 
                int in_fd,  
                off_t *offset,  
                size_t count); 
out_fd - the client socket 
In_fd - the descriptor of file to be transferred   
offset - 0 (from beginning of  file) 
count - size of the file that has to be transferred (get by stat command) 
 
 * Reference Link 
 

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man2/sendfile.2.html


Questions?


